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Abstract— Agriculture plays an important role in the life of 

economy. It is the backbone of our economy system. 

Sowing is one of the basic and best operations needed to get 

better revenue from agriculture. In Manual sowing has the 

problem of not giving acceptable spacing between row to 

row and plant to plant. It also leading to less population of 

crops than recommended by the agriculture. In this project 

work focused on seed sowing processes and tried to solve 

the problem. In seed sowing machine system they are used 

wheels. In each complete rotation of rotating wheel there is 

seed falls from this seed drum and the seed plantation 

process can take place smoothly as well as without wastage 

of seeds. This system provides all the facility which can 

work efficiently. The human illness as well as reducing the 

cost at the same time the seed is sowing at right depth and 

equal space entire agricultural land.  Seed sowing device s 

plays a wide role in agriculture field. The agricultural has 

always been the backbone of India’s sustained growth. This 

paper deals with the various sowing methods used in India 

for seed sowing and fertilizer placement. This machine 

reduces the human efforts and total time of the seed sowing 

process.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This being said the major occupation of majority of villages 

in India is farming. With recent advancements in 

engineering and technology, there also have been changes in 

agricultural technology and practices. These tools are 

conventional, time immemorial and no improvement in 

agricultural practice is adopted. Hence, it is necessary to 

develop a system which results in drudgery reduction and id 

user friendly to agricultural community in India.  Sowing is 

one of the basic operations needed to get better revenue 

from agriculture. The pain involved in doing each and every 

operation has to be reduced by the way of introducing 

simple technology which is not only user friendly to farmers 

but also is economical for farmers to adopt. Thus this project 

deals with design and fabrication of a smart seed sowing 

machine which can sow seeds based on the pitch given by 

the farmers. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The aim of the project is to sow the seeds in exact and pre-

defined spacing's. Objective of our project is to reducing the 

seed sowing time and avoiding the human illness as well as 

reducing the cost At the same time the seed is sowing at 

right depth and equal space entire agricultural land. The 

main aim of this project is to avoiding the wastages of 

seeding. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In our project aim is to reduce the seed wastages for the 

purpose   only we create this new innovation. There are so 

many recent technology are invented in this seed throwing 

machine mechanism. 

In this method is the one of seed sowing hand 

operated machine which is used to seed the seeds & 

fertilizer by the machine, it is controlled the wheel 

arrangement, the wheels are connect by the shaft and is to be 

fixed by chain arrangement and by the moving of wheels the 

help of human by this reaction the seeds are poured into the 

land with its soil condition.in this method was introduced by 

Walton J. 

In our point the wheel is fixed to the shaft and also 

fork pipe (handle) is connected to the wheel. The seed box is 

fixed over the shaft. Inside the seed box the gear wheel and 

shaft with gear is arranged. The shaft gear and wheel both 

are connecting to the chain sprocket. shank and shovel is 

fixed with under the shaft. The wheel is rotate at the time 

shaft gear also rotate, at the wheel running time shank is dig 

at the same time inside the seed box the wood gear is pick 

and place the seeds. This process is running continuously 

proper arrangement. 

Sowing is the process of planting seeds. An area or 

object that has had seeds planted in it will be described as 

being sowed. This is one of the most simplest and cheapest 

sowing method. 

IV. MODAL 
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V. CALCULATION 

In this analysis seed rate has been calculated. Here we are 

increasing the seeding rate, that’s why we are arranging the 

seeding arrangement in rear wheel at a right ratio to put the 

seeds in right depth and size. 

Normally by using manual sowing method is to 

cover the land approximately 0.5 acres at the time of more 

than 11/2 hours at the same time it will affect the human 

illness and also it can`t to achieve the desired target. 

By using this seed sowing machine it can easily 

cover the large areas, it will reduce the seed sowing time. 
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0.5-acre = 20234300 sq. /cm 

1 sq. /feet crossing time is = 5 seconds 

So,   20234300*5=101171500 seconds 

Per min          =101171500/60 sec 

To cover land       =2 hr. 89sec 

From this method we saving more than 25 min for 0.5 acres. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Here we are concluded it will useful to the poor farmers and 

also it gives better performance compare to other 

conventional  sowing machine and finally more over is to 

predict the unwanted waste of seeds. It is used to cover the 

large areas of land at low time compare with conventional 

sowing machines. The main concept of this project is to 

control the seed sowing vehicle by automatic method, there 

is no need of external workers, and this may reduce the 

strength of the workers. 

This seed plantation machine has great potential for 

increasing the productivity of the planting. Hence by using 

this machine we can achieve flexibility of distance and 

control depth variation for different seeds. 

Comparing the different traditional seed sowing 

methods with the proposed machine and considering its 

limitations, it is concluded that, Seed and fertilizer flow rate 

can be controlled. 

VII. ADVANTAGES 

 To improve the seed rate 

 To reduce the cost 

 To reduce the seed sowing time 

 To cover the large areas 

 To reduce weight 

 To reduce man power 

 There is no need of skilled workers 
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